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Project Overview: 
 There were four projects worked on this summer the condensate return, chiller 
optimization, economizer, and cellulase experiment. Each project was to help the plant reduce 
pollution as well save the plant money in the process. For more information on the different 
projects go to the management reports. 
 
Goals – Save Energy and Money 
 The goal of the company is to have the highest yield of ethanol to corn bushel while 
using the least amount energy and being reliable in the way they produce their ethanol. The plant 
recaptures energy from hot streams and uses that to heat up other parts of the process, so they 
can recapture as many btus as possible. Having better fermentation and capturing the most 
amount of ethanol in the separation process will result in more profit.  Economizer will save on 
natural gas costings. 
 
Taking a student Approach to the Problem: 
  One student was assigned to work on the distillation column, and work with an 
experimental enzyme to see the effects it would have on fermentation. The distillation column 
separates the ethanol from the mash that enters the column. Separating the most amount of 
ethanol will result in the least being loss out of the bottom of the distillation column therefore 
increasing ethanol yield and profit.  
 
Pollution Prevention Solution 
 The student identified possible pollution prevention to increase the temperature of the 
mash going to the distillation column. The intern suggested to implement a thermo compressor 
which will capture some heat from the condensate pot and use that energy to heat up the mash. 
The increase temperature of the mash will increase the amount of ethanol being separated by the 
distillation column. Taking the steam off of the condensate pot allows the condensate return to 
go back to the deaerator, which will lower the amount of natural gas being used by the boiler. 
 
Annual Results 

• $310,000 increase in profit from more ethanol produced 
• $4,000 savings in natural gas usage 
• $64,400 from natural gas for economizer 
• 1,400 MMBtu reduction in natural gas usage 

 


